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NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Opinion

The
Commons Sprinkler System Damages Student Vehicles
Tanya Parnes NSU News Editor

Dean Addresses Student
Issues at SGA Meeting
Michael Bergbauer Interim Edrtor~ri-Chief

• NSU recently expanded its campus to
include The Commons residence ball as of
August 2007. The hall is available to both
undergraduate and graduate students at the
university and contains 501 student beds,
several classrooms and meeting space , 16
community living rooms, 16 study rooms
and lots of indoor and outdoor common
space. As with any new building, surprise
are to be expected. However, none of the
students or staff saw this one coming.
Unbeknownst to the univer ity at the
time was that lake water can cause great
amounts of property damage. The parking
lot was the last part of the building to be
completed this past summer because the
permits came in later than expected. The
irrigation system had been set up to use
city water so a to avoid stain and water
Continued on pg. 2

Future Doctor Shortage of 2020:
NSU's incoming med students increase despite new statistics

Digressions' Staff Organizes
Event for English Majors

Alexandra Paroulek Staff Photographer

Stefani Rubino Staff Writer

• The famous phrase "an apple a day
keeps the doctor away" may hold some
element of truth, but with the retirement
of the baby boom generation quickly
approaching doctors will be in increasingly
high demand, and there is a great threat of
a doctor shortage in the near future. This
shortage may add yet another deficit to the
healthcare standards of the United States.
Tbe future shortage has not affected
medical schools just yet. "Our applications
have actually increased in recent year ,"
said Rachel Weiner, academic ad isor for
the Health Professions Division at NSU .
Last year, over 2,500 applications were
received at SU's College of Osteopathic
Medicine. Of those 2,500, 550 were
granted an interview, and 230 of those
applicants were accepted. Presently, about
2 444 applications have been received,
which is up from 2,195 this time last year.
"With new medical schools opening in
Florida, we are going to probably have a
problem getting Florida residents in the
next two years and beyond," said Weiner.
Currently, there are 800,000 practicing
physicians in the U.S. compared to
500,000 just twenty year ago. An
overwhelming surplus of doctors was

'f' On Nov. 15, the staff of Digressions,
U's literary magazine, and the
the first problem to come about in J994,
Division of Humanities paired up for a
according to the Journal of the American
"slam,'' or improvisational writing" event
Medical Association (AMA). The AMA
that was open to all Humanities and Engpredicted that there would be 165,000+
lish majors.
doctors by th.e year 2000. The government
The event featured four tables repreallocates $11 billion annually to fund
senting different literary periods. There
training for 100,000 residents, which was
was the classical tudies table, the Elizacapped to 80,000 in l 997 by Congress.
bethan period, 1920 's American Literature
According to some health care policy
(mostly repre enting the literature of the
experts, controlling the number of doctors
Harlem Renaissance), and l 950's Ameriwould help to decrease rising health care
can Literature (representing "beat" poetry
costs. Their reasoning was based on the
and pro e). Students were instructed, durassumption that less doctors means less
ing an enthusiastic introduction from Protests and less money spent by patients and
fessor Christine Jackson, lo pick a table
insurance companies. However, the AMA
and form the groups that would participate
"forgot" to include the aging baby boomer
in the "slam writing." Once at a table,
population and the retiring physicians in
there were samples of literature from each
their calculations.
period, instructions, pens and paper.
A recent study found that by 2020
There were just enough tudents to
the U.S. will be hort 85,000 to 200,000
have about four or five of them at each
doctors. To meet the needs of the aging
table. Unfortunately though, nobody opted
baby boomer generation, 3,000-10,000
to participate at the Elizabethan period
physicians will need to be trained. The
' table, so that was left out of the competiAmerican Association of Medical Colleges
tion.
had halted the opening of new medical
According to their period, the in trucschool due to the predicted surplus of
tions included a list of scenarios or ideas
doctors, but recently acknowledged this
that the groups could pick from to guide
error by recommending an increase of 15%
1 their writing. Groups were also allowed

Continued on pg. 2
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On No . 14, Farquhar CoHege
of Arts and Sciences Dean Don
Rosenblum participated in a Student
Government Association tSGA)
meeting to take questions and address
student comments regarding their
expenenee at NSU.
During the meeting., members of
the SGA were given the floor to ask
Dean Rosenblum questions that were
originally raised by their constituent~.
Studenrs in attendance were also
pcnnitted to ask the Dean questions.
Regarding broad based univ-erst!)
workings, Dean Rosenblum
responded to questions about NSU's
undergraduate course offerings. the
reformatted summer tenn calendar,
curriculum updates, plans f@r tJ1e
Parker Building, NSU'. stance on
r ogruzing 1,;1 1 oht.-,ined at
other universities and the declining
balance under the new contract with
Chartwells Dining.
At the meeting, students raised
concerns about undergraduate
course options in terms of times and
dates. Regarding cour. ~ offerings,
Rosenblum said that he rs eager to
increase diversity by offering mor~
option for time. and datei>. Present
limits on faculty (many are atteady
teaching an overload, according to
Rosenblum) should be alleviated wtth
support fur proposed new positio11s.
Rosenblum has also proposed plans
for new science labs and classrooms
to increase section offerings. Any
class offering shortages, ac-cording
to Rosenblum, are "not for tack of
\\ant."
Previously. summer undergraduate
OOUise offerings were presented in
two short six week teons (Summer
r and Summer U). Starting last year,
all summer courses are offered in
a single semester, with two course
lengths - starting at the same lime
and lasting either ~ight wee.ks
or twelve weeks. According to
Rosenblum. 'The summer sclledule
change is a permanent change ... we
will not be returning to short si. week
terms. The six week tcnns presented
academic challenges for tudents and
for faculty."
ln response to a question about
curriculum requirements when
changing a major, Rosenblum said.
·'Students are connnitted to the
curriculum based on the year they
first enroll." A student has the option
to request a more recent cumculum
plan if they declare a new major.
According to Rosenblum, this mu t
be a formal declaration with their
academic advrsor. Otherwise, they
Continued on pg. 3

News
Sprinklers Continued from pg . 1

damage to the newly painted residence
hall. The parking lot, however, was not
connected to those same irrigation lines.
"When the Commons were built., the center section of the parking lot was booked
up to the lake outside of the CLC," said
DeSantis. "It wasn't city water and that
was what caus_ed the discoloration." The
plan all along had been to utiliz,e this lake
water for the sprinkler system because
they did not realize that it. was harmful to
the cars. "The Executive VP agreed that
is was important to reimburse stud,mts
and so do I," said DeSantis. "Sometimes
things happen that are unexpected and
things go wrong."
Around Nov. 6 1 the· Office of Residential Life and Housing began receiving a
large number of complaints about .stains
and damages to students' cars. Melissa
Correia, a sophomore student who lives
in these halls, said, "It had been raining every day for the last few weeks so
I assumed the stains were from the rain."
The bumper on Correia's car· had turned
green and there was gre.at discoloration
all over the vehicle. Her immediate response was to rush to the car wash to try
to wash out the stains. "Students like me
who are from out of state and have a car
for the first time on campus will assume
the damage is from the rain."
However, as Correia investigated the
issue further, she came to a very different
conclusion. "After I looked at my car, I
noticed that everyone's cars were stained.
T was mad," said Correia. Correia began speaking with other students in the
residence halls and found that they too
were experiencing these same problems.
Correia immediately contacted Anthony
Desantis, Director of Housing to inform
him of the situation. "My car look;s like
a leprechaun," said Correia. "It's usually
blue but now it's green, like a Leprechaun
with spots and stains." DeSantis assured

Correia that the problem would be rem edied and that the Office or Residential
Life and Housing would cover the costs
for cleaning her car.
Correia was still slightly annoyed at
the way in which the situation had been
handled. ''Is it a big secret?" said Correia.
''Shouldn't 't hey have sent out an email
informing residents who have a car on
campus by the Commons that the sprinklers have been contaminated?" Correia's
not the only one upset by this problem.
Lyndon Forte, a sophomore in the Commons,.said, "The sprinklers spray all over
your car, and after I get a carwash, the
water dries on it and messes it up." Forte
was also irritated with the water prnblem
in the parking lot. "My car is dark but I
s_e e the stains on the windows and it's disgusting/' said Forte. "I hate parking in the
Commons. I try to park by Goodwin or
somewhere far away so that I don't have
to deal with it." Forte fountl out about the
reimbursement just before he was going
to have his car washed. Forte had been
unaware 0fthe factthat the university w11s
willing to reimburse those whose prnperty had been affected by these sprinklers.
"I'm upset because my car is dark and it's
nasty," sajd Forte.
Once these instances came to light,
NSU immediately reacted to try to remedy the situation as quickly as possible.
The university had the sprinklers hooked
up to the city water irrigation system as of
Nov. 23 and students will be reimbursed
for the costs of washing and waxing their
vehicles. The cost of cleaning these cars
has been on average $125. "There will
probably be about 18 cars affected by this
film," said DeSantis. "ff students have
e:icperienced any problems they should
contact me directly. Ifs a problem that
has been handled and fixed."

they enter college primarily for the financial
compensation.
they will receive when they
in the number of entering medical students.
are through. "You have to be passionate
There are several reasons why the expected
about this field," said Gregory Myer, a
shortage range is so high. Many new. doctors
sophomore and former pre-pharmacy student
do not want to work long hours, despite the
who switched to marketing. "I was just not
improvement from a I 00+ to an 80 hour
interested in any aspect of biology. It was
work week for residents. In fact, women,
really just for the money." Myer worked at
who make up half of these ne_w practicing
Walgreens for four years, and moved his
doctors, work 25% fewer hours than males.
way up :from a store clerk to a pharmacy
Doctors 55+ work 15% less than new
technician. Myer, ike many others, was
doctors. Malpractice premiums have reached
caught
up in the idea of making a lot of
all time highs at $80,000 a year, adding to the
money
when he graduated and began
average $130,000 debt incurred by medical
working
in the medical field.
students in toans. To compensate for these
Other students felt as though their calling
high cQsts·, doctors tend to seek high-paying
was elsewhere. "I wanted to help people, and
practices that mainly serve the well-insured.
I felt that biology was the answer, but since
Untlerserved areas lose doctors because of
I don't excel at science I switched majors. I
the low salaries and the high population of
felt that I could help
uninsured.
people better ifljoined
The Americ.a n
the psychology field,"
Medical Student
A doctor shortage may be
said Linett Sierra, a
Association, the nation's
inevitable if medical students
sophomore student.
largest independent
are no longer motivated to
"Psychology is more
medical student
work long hours and tend to
of my niche because
organization, recently
shy
away
from
prima,ry
care
I
prefer to socially
pulled together to
interact
with people ,
urge Congress to pass
on an emotional or
the Reauthorization
mental basis rather than a physiological one."
Act for the continuation ofthe National
Freshman Kirsten Lai-Tong also felt that
Health Service Corps (NHSC) s~holarship
biology was not an area she was interested
and loan repayment progpam. The 'NHSC
in pursuing. "I changed because I thought
has been dedicated to the improvement
criminal justice would be closer to my career
ofheaJth care in underserved areas and
towa,rds helping to resolve the problem of the goal in the field offorensics than biology,"
said Lai-Tong.
maldistrib.ution of poctors in the U.S. for 35
A doctor shortage may be inevitable
ye-ars. Every year, medical students and new
if
medical
students are no longer motivated
doctors are recruited to s.e rve these areas in
to
work
long
hours and tend to shy away
exchange for the financial aid they need . The
from
primary
care, which is one of the lowerRecJ.uthorization Act would double funding
paying medical practices but is also in high
for the NHSC and increase the number of
patient demand.
acceptea applicants.
Increasing the number of medical
schools will help to encourage more
applicants, but there are other pressing
issues such as the decjsions of undergraduate
students to become biology majors when
Shortage Continued from pg. 1
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I~n!~p~~s~t~~ntJrnitiative Hits NSU Campus
!

Dean Continued from pg. 1

remain with their original curriculum plan
until they graduate.
Rosenblum was also asked if there
wei;e any plans for the Parker Building,
which has been showing signs of its age.
Rosenblum responded that he would like to
update desks and furniture in the building
but is limited to meeting classroom
capacities for students. In the long tern:i,
Rosenblum said that there are university
plans to build new classroom buildings
in front of the library (on the quad). If
possible, Rosenbh.µn said he would like to
use a new bui~ding to enable renovation of
both the Parker building and the MailmanHollywood building. ·
Regarding NSU's policies on
recognizing credit hours from other
colleges, Rosenblum indicated that NSU
has a very open policy allowing students
to bring credit from previous enrollment
to NSU when first admitted. Rosenblum
added, "We want you to complete your
program at NSU ." However, Rosenblum
cautioned that courses from other colleges
may include different content and focus
and may not always b·e accepted in transfer
- especia:lly at junior and senior levels.
"Credits from other colleges are not
accepted often once a student has started a
degree program at NSU," said Rosenblum.
However, according to Rosenblum,
students can petition with their academic
advisor to have courses from other schools
considered for credit at NSU .
Addressing the issue of students
running out of their meal plan declining
balances, Rosenblum said that university
leadership is aware of this concern and is
assessing strategies to address this.
Rosenblum also took time to answer
more focused questions, such as handling a

disagreement with a professor, the limited
foreign language offerings at NSU and th.e
required study hours for honors and dual
admissions students.
When a student disagrees with
classroom policies such as attendance or
course grading, Rosenblum recommended
staying in communication with the
professor. Letting a professor know if
you will miss a class or need help with an
assignment can avoid conflict in the first
place. But, if problems persist, students
should speak with their academic division
director. "There are always avenues to
discuss concerns," said Rosenblum.
Rosenblum also responded to inquiries
about NSU's limited offerings of foreign
language courses. Currently, only French
and Spanish courses are available.
However, Rosenblum said that he hopes
the College will soon offer courses in
additional languages including Hebrew,
Arabic, and Mandarin Chinese.
As for mandatory study hours for
honors and dual admissions students,
Rosenblum said, "Students in these
programs have very high requirements to
participate in these programs. The study
lounge is there to help students establish
strong grades through good s.tudy habits."
Some students are required to hold a 3.4 or
higher cumulative GPA. Rosenblum added
that "once that grade ayerage is reached,
students are no longer obligated [to use the
study lounge]."
At the conclusion of questioning,
Rosenblum expressed that keeping open
communication with students is a priority.
He encouraged students to contact him
with questions or commentnegarding their
experience at NSU via his email, dom@
nova.edu.

T "Step It Up" is one of the newest
organizations on NSU's campus. It was
created to encourage students to become
more politically active. This student-run
initiative was founded by Shane Johnson,
a junior who serves as one.of the Resident
Advisors in The Commons residence hall.
"I was sitting down with my bosses,
along with Marcie Washington, and 1
told them that I wanted to explain to my
residents the importance of voting," said
Johnson. "It was supposed to be a small
e:vent initially, but now it's affecting the
whole campus." Johnson began taking
steps towards arousing student interest in
politics when he created a bulletin board
for the leadership wing of The Commons
in August, which displayed several
Presidential candidates in the upcoming
election and their positions. Johnson
brought his ideas to the forefront and the
administrators noted the importance of his
efforts. "Without their help it wouldn't have
happened," said Johnson. "We're looking
to bring different aspects to NSU and help ·
everyone become more knowledgeable."
Marcie Washington, Graduate Assistant
for Leadership Development, said that she
became involved with the organization after
coming across Johnson's bulletin board
and teaming of his plan to get students
to become more politically active. "I got
involved because of his personal desire
to get his peers involved in the political
process," said Washington. Washington met
with Lua Hancock;, Director of Residential
Life, Meagan Elsberry, Area Coordinator
for The Commons, and Jolmson to discuss
the logistics of the leadership wing in
The Commons. Washington wanted to
help Johnson turn this into a school-wide
initiative to get undergraduates, graduate
students, faculty and staff involved with
the political process and to help increase
awareness of the many issues affecting
society.
"We.hope, through this initiative, that
we will remove some of the apathetic
behavior of society regarding political
issues," said Washington. Step It Up has
hosted a number of events including two
debate watching parties, panel discussions
and voter registration drives. Tonya
Edwards, Voter Education Coordinator, ran
the initial voter registration drive held just
before the first rally, as well as the most
recent drive on Nov. 29 in an attempt to get
students signed up to vote in the upcoming
election. Brenda C. Snipes, Broward
County Supervisor of Elections, and Gino
Herring, Director of Voter Education, were

both in attendance at the rally immediately
following the voter registration drive.
"Students are really pushing th.is initiative
along and it is continuously growing," said
Washington. "This initiative is not just for
voting, but also to make people more aware
of the issues around the world."
Magalie Michaud, a senior in charge
of the marketing for this new initiative, is
really hoping that this organization will
make a difference. "l believe that people
should be able to vote and to understand
what's going on," said Michaud. "I want
to help make p·eople more aware of the
issues." Michaud said that she feels it is
really important to hold voter registration
drives because a lot of students from out of
state don't realize that they can register to
vote in Florida. "During the debates we had
a lot of people come out," said Michaud.
"I think this will help make people more
aware and get them more interested in
voting and in taking a stand."
Tricia Realbuto, Graduate Assistant
for Involvement, is really interested in
this new initiative because she feels
very passionately about getting students
involved. "lt's been great," said Realbuto.
"We surveyed people to see what type of
panel discussion they wanted which helped
them to think about the initiative as well
as what was important to them." Realbuto
is heavily involved in organizing Quad
Thursday and has helped to arrange the
various- Step It Up events during the past
few Quad Thursdays. "I just hope there is
more awareness;' said Realbuto. "Step lt
Up is not trying to push a political agenda
or change anyone's views. Being involved
is a big part of college and we just ~ant
students to be informed." Realbuto said that
the ultimate goal of the organization is to
help reduce apathy while showing students
that their votes and their opinions do count.
The organization, which began in
November, is continuing up through the
election in 2008 and beyond in order
to help keep students informed about
political issues. There is going to be a large
panel discussion shortly after students
return from winter break dl.liing Unity
Week. "So far everytbing's been great,"
said Johnson. "Even if you're not voting
or backing a party we want people to
give their perspectives. I would like to
invite everyone to learn more about the
organization and to help out in whatever
way they can." For more information or
questions please contact Shane Johnson at
jshane@nova.edu. ,

AIDS Awareness Spreads
on the NSU Campus
Jany Ca.beias Staff Writer
..- The Office ofResidential Lue and
Housing gatht!rs its mem9ers together every
year to bring AIDS awareness to the NSU
community for World AIDS Day, which
takes place Dec. 1. Each year, students
engage in a series of activities such as quilt
making to prblhote AIDS awareness and to
help prevent tbe spread of file disease.
A united global effort to stop the spread
of HIV atidAIDS -started twenty years
ago. Diane Klein, Graduate k;sistant for
Housing, has 1'lelped to ensure this tradition
at NSU. "We're trying to spre<J.d awareness
all over campus through marketing and
getting p~opJe to wear red," said Klein.
Quad Thun;day on N0v. 2.9 celebrated
World AIDS Day. The theme was
emphasized through the fonnation of quilts
and the distribution oft-shirts, ribbons, and
pins. "Hollywood Squares is going to have
a backdrop theme for AIDS day with the

:at:td WA~ tlie. Cll1h$)l;-O
.at.ion; Olllfi~~t thre ~lt~ ..

quilts hanging from behind," said Klein .
CSA is planning to hold a "lock in," a
public sleepover, on Friday,Dec. 1 inside
the Commons classroom. The event will
last twelve how-s and its at'¢1 is to increase
awareness amongst students who live on
campus. Statistics regardiµg the spread of
AIDS, as well as up·dated numbers on rhose
who have been affected by tne disease,
have been posted throughout the campus.
The aim is t.o grab people's attention and to
make them aware of the challenges posed
by the epidemic in orqer to belp prevent the
future spread of the HIV virus.
NSU's Internal Medicine Depattment's
Ziff Clinic provides students with HIV
Testing on the second and fourth Fridays of
every month. This testing is confidential,
free and does not require an appointment.
For more information, please contact the
clinic at 954-262-1417.
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Think you've got what it takes to -Wl'ite for The Current?

We're looking for talented, enthusiastic individuals
to join our growing news team.
Drop by ASA 105 for an applicati0n or c0ntaet
Michael Bergbauer
for details at nsunews@nova.edu.
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NSU Students wear T-shirts to bring about awareness of AIDS .
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Clearing the Air at NSU

Racquel Fagon Variety Editor

T NSU is a proud participant in
the nationwide TRUTH campaign
that is currently the v anguard for antismoking tactics in the United States.
This breath of fresh air has -permeated
Broward County through the ongoing
efforts of the Broward County Health
Department, Broward Community
College (BCC), Florida Atlantic
University (FAU) and NSU.
On Thursday, Nov. 15, the TRUTH
mobile, along with David Ganim,
the Health Educator with F lorida's
Department of Health (FDH), Marcella
Sandigo, Wellness Coordinator at
NSU and DJ Johne were stationed on
campus for several hours promoting
the Great American Smoke-out Day.
They campaigned their cause through
the display of satirical advertisements
consisting of adolescents 'waging war'
against smoking, handing-out 'SWAT'
items, distributing fact sheets about the
fatal effects of smoking and the bareface mentality of t he Tobacco Industry
serving cold turkey sandwiches to
currous passers-by, and entertaining the
on-lookers by playing music, videos
and games.
The ultimate goal for the day for
these campaigners for a tobacco-free
nation is to have a chapter on NSU's
campus ·which will form an advocacyrelated group for Student Tobacco
Reform Tnitiative Knowledge for
Eternity (STRJKE). This chapter's goal
will be to pass policies here. at NSU, in
Broward County and even nationwide
on a variety of issues, such as placing
bans on selling tobacco 01,-·campuses,
and ending CAMEL-sponsored events
in the Davie area .The chapter would
also send letters to agencies like Vogue
magazine, targeting their cessation of
sponsoring Big Tobacco companies.
"Our effort today is to edueate
a number of students about Brg
Tobacco's manipulative tactics," said
Ganjm. Ganim explained that these
tactics need to be made transparent
for impressionable young adults. The
lighter igniting these campaigns is the
fact that Big Tobacco companies are
targeting teenagers through the major

fashion and entertainment industries
by creating ads showing glamorous
people adorned in the latest styles
and access0Iies smoking cigarettes
and looking suave and sophisticated,
or showing influential entertainers
smoking cigarettes and cigars in their
videos. Ganim noted that these images
are the butt ofin:fluenc;e for America's
young adults between the ages of 1825.
SADD.com states that 50 percent of
young Americans have tried smoking
by the 12th grade and adults between
the ages of 18-25 had the highest rate
of smoking cigarettes in 2005.
Ganim and the advocates of a
tobacco-free nation are steering the
way to create a healthier and more
aware generation of young adults.

Above: Poster and artwork created by
students to advance awareness of harmful
tobacco. Below: TRUTH camapaigners

Alpha Phi Omega Hosts Date Auction for Charity
Kristine Belizaire Current Affairs Editor

T N SU's lonely hearts gathered in the

U niversity Center's Flight Deck for the
fi.rst annual date auction, hosted by Alpha
Plii Omega Fraternity, NSU's only co-eel
service fraternity.
NSU's radio station, Radio X, vibrated
the floors With tbe beal flowing from their
stereos as participants Wandered the tables
throughout toe F li_ght Deck. The tables
had information sheets, poems an_d art_icles
about the three charities to which Alpha
Phi Omega will donate the proceedings of
the fundraiser. These charities were March
ofDimes, Ovarian Cancer Awareness and
Amstark Children With Disabilities.
Alpha Phi Omega chose these
foundations for a variety of reasons. March
of Dimes was their top choice because it
is their national philanthropy, and Ovarian
Cancer Awareness was a choice close to
home for the fraternity because one of
their newly initiated brothers had a family
member who struggled wiili the disease.
Amstark Children With Disabilities
was chosen because Alpha Phi Otnega
celeb(ated their national service week with

the theme "Lend a Helping Hand: Serv ing
Children with Disabilities."
Throughout the night contribution jars
flowed around the room, filling up with
generous donations from students and
spectators as they observed p erfo.r mances
and the auction. Between auctions, there
were performances by NSU's steµ team,
Chicks on Point, a graceful combination of
jazz and ballet performance from NSU's
budding dance group the Sharkettes and a
step ritual from Lambda Theta Phi, Latin
Fraternity lqc.
The contestants were auctioned off for
bids ranging from $30-$50. The highest
bid of the night went to Megan Oswald,
who was auctioned off for $440. Alpha
Phi Omega's president,Ann Hoang, was
pleased with the outcome of the event.
"I think the event went pretty well for
such short planning. We're.hoping to do
something en a larger scale next year, with
more performances, a bigger location and
more organizations involved," Hoang said.
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NSU Keeps to the Spirit of Thanksgiving
Annual Thanksgiving dinner for
international
students has a record turnout
Chana Dukes Managing Editor
-. NSU students from all over the world came together for the Annual
Int~rnational Students Thanksgiving Dinner, which was held 'from 4-8 p .rrL on
Nov. 18 in the Carl DeSantis Business Building. The dinner was organized this
year by Shamika Darby, the graduate assistant for the International Students
Association, and was abuge success with an unexp.ected gue~t turnout'.
Radio X played backgroW1d music as the guest~' gatheted in the atr.iUIIJ. of the
DeSantis Building, mingling until the party began. Dinner guests dressed up for
the event, with some in colorful native clothing. The dinner was a buffet, and
tables with festive centerpieces were scattered through the atrium.
There was an extensive program for the ct.inner. First, there were
performances by Elijah, who performed a beautiful dance routine, Interoarsjty
Christian, a trio of singers, and Renato BaH!ucci, who told a lovely story. about
giving thanks. Cherise James said a beautiful prayer, and everyone started.in
on a bountiful full-course meal. Because of the unexpected turnout, tbe food
ran out halfway through serving, but thanks to the foresight and quick .action
of Gary Irvin, the catering manager, and Elise Moretto, there was back-up food
available, and everyone had plenty t0 eat.
After t11e meal, there were addifional song performances by Afroza
Kahn, Willie Wood, Andre Dennis, Sammy Garcia, Lesa Philipsi and Sumit
Bajtacharya, and the event closed with Giuliana Seagliotti, a belly. dancer.
Some special guests at tbe event were Deans Btad Williams, Gay Holliday and
Bill Faulkner, as well as Dr. Stephanie Brown.

Photos from the Annual International
Student's Thanksgiving Dinner.
Photos by Alexandra Paroulek
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Men's Basketball Dominates on the Road
Junior Tim Coenraad Named SSC Player of the Week

Nelly Mesa Sports Editor

T
SU's men's basketball team
opened their season on ov.17 in unfa:
miJiar territory as the Sharks took part in
a 4-game road trip, heading home with a
record of 2-2. They improved their record
to 3-2 upon defeating Florida Memorial
University 64-56 in the Sharks' home
opener on Nov. 27.
Despite the Sharks' struggle in their
first two games of the season, which resulted in losses agaiost both
North Alabama, 68-78 and
Alabama Huntsville, 45- 72,
N U was able to learn from
the experience and direct
things onto a much more
positive track as the Sharks
were able to register their
couple of road wins of the
2007-2008 season against
both West Florida, 73-61
and Palm Beach Atlantic,
84-66.
West Florida's Argonauts snatched a rather large
16-5 lead early in the game.
However, just before heading into the locker rnom at
the half the Sharks took off
on a 3-point shooting spree
started by senior Oresti
Nitsios, who registered 2
consecutive clutch 3-pointers, putting the momentwn
into the Sharks' favor at
the tum of the half, 41-38.
Nits.ios led the Sharks in
their first season win versus

West Florida's Argonauts, registering 18
points while fellow teammate junior Tim
Coenraad followed close behind with 17.
Freshman Ross Allsop and junior Cecil
Avant scored double .figures in the match
as well, putting up 12 and l l respectively.
While in West Palm Beach on Nov.
24, the Sharks dominated Palm Beach
Atlantic despite the rowdy Sail.fish crowd,

taking home a commanding 84-66 victory. Nitsios and Coenraad both sparked
the scoreboard once again, tallying up 1'7
and 21 points respectively. With the lethal
combination of SU's massive height in
comparison to the Sailfish and junior Josh
Wood's tacking on 12 points as well as senior Kevin Chester and Avanj's J 1 points
each, the Sharks never gave the Sailfish a

new team, and in the ensuing two games
NSU turned it around with two wins of
their own, fast against the Palm Beach
Atlantic Sailfish 82-62 on Nov. 21, then a
76-58 victory against the F lagler College
Saints on Nov. 24.
While taking on PBA the Sharks
shot a.50 percent clip from downtown,
connecting on 9 of their 18 threepoint attempts for the game as well as
dominating the Sailfish on the boards
34-21. The match opened up with 12
minutes remaining in the second half

when three straight buckets from Allen,
Bishko and freshman point guard Abbie
Tepe stretched the lead to 55-38. Four
Sharks finished the game in double
figures, Bish.kc leading the team with 17
followed by Allen, WtJson and sophomore
LaShawnna Edwards with 13, 12 and 10
respectively. Tepe led the Sharks to a 2112 assists-to-turnover ratio with a game
high of eight assists.
After their iirst win of the season, the
Sharks were eager to play the Saints of
Flagler College. A 14-0 run in the.first

glimpse of hope.
As a result of Coemaad's impressive
performance in both regional wins for the
Sharks, he was named SSC Player of the
Week. On the week, Coenraad averaged
19 points, 7 rebounds, 4 assists, 2 steals
and 1.5 blocks per game.
Upon entering the Shark Tank before a
crowd of800 plus, NSU's Sharks got off
to a shaky start while Florida Memorial
r:?r:""":-~r- -,~ii:i:5iu:-::.ilwii;=!'i;:;:~::::z;;-:::c~r'.""'ifi-l;J;n~~~!lr.1 Look the lead just seconds
into the first half. Coenraad would even it up 2-2
not long after; however, in
a game of intense defense
from both competitors, the
score remained a shocking
low of24-22, in favor of
the Sharks, at the turn of
the half.
Coenraad led all scorers once again with l 3
points, 7 rebounds and 6
assists while capitalizing
on every opportunity to
register a total of three
dunks for the game. A passionate Avant stunned the
crowd with his thrilling
intensity and eagerness
on the court, tallying up
12 points and 4 assists
while Nitsios gathered up
10 points ofhis own and
Chester neared a doubledouble with 9 points and a
tremendous 9 rebounds for
the match.

Women's
Basketball
T The NSU women's
basketball team (2-2)
opened their 2007-08
season on ov. 16 with
two wins and two losses.
The Sharks kicked off at
home in the SU/Marriot
Tip-Off Classic beginning
on Nov. 16, during which
they played their first
two games against the
Barry Buccaneers (1 -0)
and the Lynn University
Fighting Knights (2-0),
unfortunately coming out
with two losses, 72-57 and
71-69.
Despite the loss to
Barry's Buccs, senior
Amber Bishko was able
to register 17 points, and fellow senior
Ashley Wilson followed with 13 of
her own. While taking on the Fighting
Knights, Wilson and junior Eliza Allen
both added 17 a piece to the scoreboard,
a career high for Wilson. In light of her
outstanding performance on the court
during the tournament, Wilson was named
to the NSU/MarriotA11-Tournament
Team.
Fortunately, the Sharks were able to
use the losses as learning experiences
which helped them to get a feel for their

half initiated by five straight points from
Wilson aided the Sharks first half lead
of 42-28. Bishk:o scored 13 points for
the half on her way to a team high of 19
points. Senior Christine Haber followed
close behind, registering a double-double
with 15 points and 10 rebounds just before
she fouled out.
The Sharks will be back in action in
the University Center on Dec. 1 during
which they will take on their first SSC
game of the season against Florida
Southern College.

Finance$ not adding up?

New donors earn $X5Vr this week!
Qualified Specialty Plasma Donors ·
can earn up·to $300* a m nth!
*Payment amounts depending upon donation frequency and program.

Must have valid ID along with proof of iSJ;t and local residency.
Walk-ins welcome. No appoin m n
2301 N. University Dr. Suite #103
Pembroke Pines 954-987-6240
- · · --~ ---~~~-~-----~-- - - ···-·---.,.,.,-.---...

The Largest Exeeutive _MBA Program in Florida. A Brilliant Decision.
Life is full of options. Every de0ision opefls new doors and opi;iortunities. At the H. Wayne Huizenga SGhool of Business and Entrepreneurship, yo.u can
earn an MBA in less than 18 months. And with classes available on campus, weekends, or Online, you can earn it on your terms. Add distinguished
professors who are real-world corporate leaders, and you'll be empowered with the skills you 11eed to advance your career and earning potential.

MBA DAY
·•
•
•
•

Learn abot:1t our MBA programs and more.
Speak with academic advisors one-on-one.
Find out about financial ai<d.
Application fee is waived for those who attend.
Thursdciy, De.cembet 6th
Anytime from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Ft. Lauderdale (Main Campus)
www.nova.edu/business

SOUTHEASTERN
NOVA UNIVERSITY

YOUR FUTURE. YOUR TERMS.""
H. Wayne Huizenga School <>f Business and Entrepreneurship

954.262.5026
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I Chose DIV II

Nelly Mesa Sports Editor

'Y It is not uncommon for high school
Division Ir's members have stated
athletes to toss and tum through sleeptheir philosophy as a. well,cqnducted inless nights pondering which college or
tercollegiate athletics prognun run upon
university they will choose to attend for
a solid educational system based on printhe next four defining years of their lives.
ciples which stress the student-athletes'
Of course, eve1yom~ has his/her dream
academic welfare. After all, obtaining
school. For the high school football
higher education has long lasting imporplayer, for example, the infamous Divitance which cannot be refunded. This, in
sion l University ofFlor(da is a goal to
addition to particjpating in upper-level
aspire towards. The prime defining factor
athletic competition, will help in developis the schoof's status, whether it is a Divi- ing a well-rounded individual within the
sion 1, Division II, Division
community.
Ill;NAIA or Junior College
Still, why choose Divischool. From an outsider's
Division II is committed sion II? Many student-athperspective, there is defito developing students letes have chosen NSU due
nitely a certain prestige that
to its sense ofbalance. Not
and communities by
comes with playing for a
only is their athletic success
actively engaging in
Division I institution. Howof
prime importance, but
shared experiences.
ever, the concern should
the emphasis placed on their
be centered on what each
excellence in the classroom
school has to offer for that
is heavily stressed as weJI.
particular individual and what it is he/she
Both NSU's Athletic Department and
is ultimately trying to accomplish durclass professors communicate with the
ing their time there. The answers to these
students and each other and work together
questions will help an athlete Ghoose one
to make sure that while a student-athlete's
institution over the other, regardless of
success on the field, court, etc. is importheir division.
tant, academics always come first.
NSU .is a Division 11 program. As
Division ll's main goal is not just to
stated on the NCAA Division U homepaia a young man or woman in the classage, «Division il is committed to develop- room or within his/her sport. By utilizing
ing students and communities by actively' the process of incorporating athletics,
engaging in shared experiences. Through
academics and community involvement in
community engagements, we can direct
one program, Division Tl members hope
to graduate their student-athletes with an
the energy and spirit of winning student
assortment of skills and knowledge for
athletes to positively change society- as
the long road ahead . .
they change themselves."
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Women's Volleyball Stellar Post-Season Performance

Tim Goenraad Staff Writer
T NSU's volleyball team (26-10) experienced their first-ever post-season win
against Wingate University's Bulldogs on
Nov. 15 in Tampa, putting the Bulldogs'
24-game winning streak to an end. Upon
comJ?eting in the second round of the
NCAA Tournament, NSU's thrilling volleybatl season regrettabJy came to a close
as the Sharks fe11 to the nation's # 14, the
Moccasins of Florida Southern.
ln their first ever post-season match,
the Sharks faced what seemed to be an unstoppable team from Wingate University
The Bulldogs drop_ped only one match
throughout their. entire season. Early onin
the match, the Bulldogs lived up to their
impressive record as they took the first
game 30-24. The Sharks' loss in game
one aHowed NSU to work out the nerves
which are expected to accompany a team's
first appearance in the NCAA Tournament.
Once settled, NSU was ·able to take game
two 30-27, courtesy of-five kills ea:ch from
junior Melinda Gorman, sophomore Aley
Tallman and freshman Paola Ruiz. NSU's
solid defense forced Wingate's bit percentage to .051 as the Sharks dictated _play
throughout game three, never trailing, and
ended with taking the win by a score of
30-24. Tallman led NSU in game three
with four kills. A decisive 8-1 Shark run in
the middle of game four allowed NSU to
coast to a 30-21 victory, sealing the firstever post-season win in program history.
NSU hit a match high of .371 in game
four, and Tallman continued her impressive play with six kills for the game.

'

Tallman led NSU with an outstanding
18 kills and a .500 bit 11ercentage for the
match, Gorman followed with 13 kills,
and junior Valia Pertova fell just shy of
her third triple-aouble of the season wi.tb
49 assists, 18 digs and 9 kills.
ln the Shark's second post-sea&on
game, NSU s<_1dly fell to conference foes
Florida Southern 3-1. The 14th nationally
r<.1nked team overcame the Sharks early
on, taking the first two games 30-19 and
30-14. Nevertheless, the Sharks upheld
their pride with a third game victory of
30-26; however, they were unable to take
the match to a fifth game,.fillling 3.0-28 in
the fourth and final game of the season.
Tallman once again led the Sharks with
B ki11s, followed by Gorm,an with 11, and
junior Christina Chubb added 10 kills of
her own.
The Sharks record-breaking season
came with several team and individual accomplishments through.out the year. NSU
attaine-d the most wins in program history
for a single-season to go along with the
best win-loss percentage, most consewtive wins, longest home winning streak,
longest games winning streak, and most
consecutive sweeps, while marking their
highest finish within the Sunshine State
Confor:ence. ln addition t0 their impressive winning season, NSU broke severa1
statistical records in the following categories: kills, attacks, hitting percentage, assists, aces, digs and total blocks.
Head Coach Steve Wilcosky was appropriately named SSC Coach of the Year

as he took the Sharks from being selected
3·rn in the conference to their first-ever
NCAA Tournament berth. Wilcosky is
also the -first coach in NSU history to help
lead a volleyball athlete to being named
SSC Player of the Week, honors distributed to both Gorman and Petrova earlier
in the season. Gorman was also selected
to the All-SSC Second Team while fellow
teammate Petrova received an honorable
mention in 1igbtofher stellarp~rformance throughout the season. On top of
this, Petrova and Gorman were labeled
as All-South Region
performers according t-0
the American Volleyball
Coaches Assocjation.
More recently, Tallman was named to the
NCAAAll-Touruament
South Re~ion Team due
to her more than impressive. displays of both
offense and defense in
both the Sharks postseason games in which
she tallied a total of 31
kills in just two matches.
Congratulations
to the NSU women's
volleyball team, Head
Coach Wilcosky and
Assistant Coach Piantadosi for giving NSU its
best volleyball season 011
record.
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_ _ _ p_or_ts~, ~ - A Day in the Life·-of. • • Head Coach
§.!~!!! Wilcosky
'Y NSU is proud to call Steve Wilcosky
one of their own. Wilcosky joined the Shark
athletic community in the fall of 2006 when
he accepted the extremely demanding head
coaching position for the women's volleyball team.
Wilcosky bad never coached for a collegiate -program prior to NSU, However, Wilcosky has had 11 years of coaching experience at the club level."When I was a sophomore in high school, I coached a youth basketball team of 8-yellr-olds," said Wilcosky.
"We only won one game, but I was so excited that I took them all to McDonald's for
ice cream on Sundays after the game."
Wilcosky attended Guilford College
io Greensboro, N.C., where he originally
intended to major in musical theatre, but
ended up obtaining his bachelor's degree in
sports medicine with a concentration in athletic training. Wilcosky said, "l knew after
my first season of coaching club volleyball
that I had found my passion and wanted to
pursue it."
uckily for Wilcosky, he is not only
passionate about coaching volleyball but is
extremely talented as well, aiding his team
and Assistant Coach Michelle Pientadosi
in setting a number of records for the NSU
women's volleyball team. During the 2006
season, the team earned a ?;d place ranking
in the Sunshine State Conference, the team's
highest finish in program history. This fall,
the Sharks tallied up the most wins in their
program's history and were invited to compete in the NCAA Regional Tournament
for the first time ever. While battling in the
Regional matches, the Sharks were able to
make it through to the semi-final match. ln
addition, Wilcosky has also had the pleasure
of helping his team obtain a few more firsts
as well. The Sharks set NSU's recorcl for the
most wins, their best win-loss percentage, the
largest winning streak, best winning streak
while at borne in the Shark Tank, along with
· the largest number of games winning streak
as well as the most ever consecutive sweeps,
breaking r.ecords for a number of both team
and individual statistics.
"The greatest thing about this year's
team was that there was not just one person who stood out. Each of them stood out
in different ·situations and came through at
many different times," said Wilcosky.
While Wilcosky had the pleasure of
coaching a number vastly talented athletes
over the past two years, NSU is proud to announce junior Melinda Gorman as the firstever SU volleyball athlete to be named
SSC Player of the Week.
When asked what he believed the team
and coaching staff did this 2007 season in
order to be so much more successful, Wilcosky said, "We had to become comfortable
with the uncomfortable, and for us, it was
actually winning. We also worked extremely
hard on the mental aspect of competing, understanding that we had incredible talent on
this team, but had to be more mentally tough
to compete at a higher level. We had only
one agenda and that was the team's agenda
Whatever we did, it was for the team. We
were also fortunate to have athletes that had
more heart than any other group of athletes
that l have worked with in the past."
Wilcosky is a goofy, friendly guy - easily loved by all. When asked what bis future
career plans are, Wilcosky said, "I plan on
setting the Guinness Book of World Records
for Pogo Stick Jumping!"Just kidding! That

was my plan when I was 11, but seriously ...
Every morning I wake up, I am blessed to
do what I absolutely love. The only plans I
have are to wake up fomorrow morning with
the same passion and desire that I had the
day before. At this current time I am only
focused on creating an incredibly strong
volleyball program for the Sharks. My only
future plan, which I know will happen, is
winning a National Championship."
Wilcosky does not refer to his position as
a job; in fact, he chuckled at the idea. "My
job? This is not a job to me. I get paid to
do what I absolutely love. J have the chance
to teach life to young athletes through volleyball. lt is amazing and there is no amount
of money that can make you feel the way
it feels when you know you have positively
influenced a person's life," said Wi1cosky.
"T also love c<:>ming to work and having the
great pleasure of being around my assistant,
Michelle. She totally rncks!"
Wilcosky went on to elaborate upon
how be and Michelle came to join forces
witb one another. Wilcosky explaineq that
when he became interim head <ioach for the
vo1Jeyball tearn, he knew he bad to bring a
strong assistant along with him. "The first
candidate l brought in, I just did not have
a good feeling about Luckily I received an
e-mail from Michelle; which 1 responded to
immediate!)(."
Michelle Pientadosi had just gotten back
from playing volleyball professionally in
Europe and had actually just inteJviewed
with one ofNSU's conference rivals, Lynn
University. Like Wilcosky's experience with
his first interviewee, Michelle clid not have
a good feeling about her interview tat Lynn,
which is why she kept looking. Wilcosky
said, "l brought her in the very next day for
an interview and l knew right away that she
was the real deal. I can not say it enough,
but 1 am the luckiest coach in the world. We
have become more than just co-workers and
have created an amazing friendship, and I
truly feel our athletes benefit from the strong
positive working relationship that Michelle
and I bring to the table."
Wilcosky continued, "Michelle and
I support each other LOO% and if we ever
clfffered i.ri. an opinion, our athletes would
never know it. Michelle brings so much to
the team from her playing experience. She
was an All-American while playing for the
University of Tennessee, as well as going on
to play professionaUy in both Europe and
Puerto Rico. She is so athletically gifted and
passionate about the game that our girls look
up to her in so many ways. Michelle is also
go0d at balancing me out. for instance, if l
am being more intense on the sideline, she
will be more relaxed and positive with the
girls ~nd vice versa. We are both extremely
high energy people who love to compete,
which is something that we try to instill in
01,1r girls from the get go."
Wilcosky claims that the thing he likes
least about his job is the feeling he gets when
he doesn't think he's prepared his athletes
properly for battle. Wilensky works hard
day-in and day-out to make sure to keep
days like this to a minimum. To successfully visualize a day which usually begins at
7:30 a.m. every morning, ana ends armmd
10:30 p.m. each night, Wilcosky goes into
detail abot1t what a typkal day in his shoes
entails.
"I like to try and work out before work
everyday, but of course it doesn't always

Coach Steve Wilcosky in huddle with team.

happen that way, but J still set my alann
clock at 6:30 a.m. to keep myself in thatroutin'e. After I work out, or sleep a little later,
I write out my to-do list for the day. r tcy to
write down as much as l can to help keep
me focused and organized; it works most of
the time. I then spend a good amount of time
writing e-mails and making phone calls to
recruits, which is all typically done before
lunch . Then, of course, my favorite part of
the day: eating! Michelle and 1 have a couple of places that we love, so we hit up one
of those and then back to the office. At this
point, if we are in season we start turning
our attention to the team and what we want
to accomplish that day at practice, as well
as look at game film of the opponent that
we will be facing. It can be tough for us to
comment on all opposing athletes at once to
our team, so one of the things l like to do
for my team is write out individual ' coaches
observations' that l post in the team locker
room before practice in order to give our
girls an individual focus for that practice. T
include a motivating quote that might pertain
to the day's practice as well. Once practice
is planned out, we go back to writing a few
more e-mails or finishing items on my todo list, possibly adding a few more items as
well. Then, it is off to practice or a match. Jf
it is practice, we typicaUy start around 5:30
p.m. and go for about 2 Yi hours. However,
if it's game day, I start setting up the court
around 4:45 p.m. We will then wann up,
starting around 5:30 p.m. for a 7 p.m. match.

After practice or a match, 1 come back to the
office for a bit, typically to evaluate our performance, writing down thing,s we need to
work on and make any recruiting calls that l
drdn 't get the chance to make earlier. By this
time it is close to 9:30-10:00 p.m., and then
1 go home."
Wilcosky claims that bis approach in
recruiting is to qmstantly bring in better
than what the team already has. Wilcosky
believes that if he and Michelle can consistently do that, they will remain successfut
Going in to the 2008 season, the Sharks
will only be losing two players due to graduation. "Lucky for Michelle and I, we will the
same mental toughness and desire going into
the spring and next fall," said Wilcosky.
"We battled a lot this season, winning
the majority of our games in either 4 or 5.
The girls on the team named themselves 'the
fifth game freaks. ' They were right; we went
13-1 in fifth games, which is amazing." said
Wilcosky. ''We are also going to set a bigber
standard for next season. This year we made
it tbe 2od round of the NCAA tournament,
and next season we are looking to repeat our
appearance and then exceed what we did
this season," said Wilcosky.
Wilcosky ended with the following quote
to live by. Albert Einstein sald, "There are
two ways to live: you can Jive as if notbing
is a miracleor you can live as if everything
is a miracle."

T Todd Haynes, the writer and
director of the new film about Bob
Dylan's life and times called I'm Not
There, is.known for his uneonventiona]
style. He first broke on the scene with
a film about Karen Carpenter's lifelong
battle with anorexia that featured no
actors, just Barbie dolls. After hearing
that, it was hard to understand wh_y he
chose to write a film about Bob Dylan's
life using five different actors and one
actress.
At first, the idea sounds completely
absurd. How can somebody tell the
stQry of one man using six? And why
is a female playing one of these "Bob
Dylans?" Well, each different character
shows a different side of Dylan, a
different moment in his life, and, for the
most part, a different person all together.
Haynes wanted to point out that Dylan is
not one man, but many different peop]e
wrapped up in one brilliant package
and that he is more than just a "protest
singer," as they say in the film.
To get into the complexities and
character of each individual character
would probably take up this entire
newspaper, so the best ones wi 11 do for
this particular artic1e. The person getting
the most ''buzz" for doing this film is
Cate Blanchett (Notes On a Scandal,
The Good German) and she deserves
every bit of it. Not only did she have
to portray a man, but she had to portray
a man hooked on amphetamines, goin,g
through possibly one of the toughest
times in his career. Blanchett plays
"Jude," the Dylan that "went electric"
during 'the Newport Folk Festival,
which proved to be the most trying
time ofhis entire career. Blanchett was,
overaU, the best Dylan in the entire film,

not because she was the closest to the
Dylan-character we're used to seeing,
but becauseshe did it with an intensity
not Sl:/.,en from the other male actors.
Ben Whishaw (Perfume) and
Christian Bale (America,:i Psycho,
Batman Begins) tie for second best
performances.
Whish aw
played
"Arthur," the "poet" Dylan that is being
interrogated by a room full of people as
to why be has stopped singing "protest
music." Whishaw's youth gives him a
demeanor that one could imagine Dylan
having when approached with the same
questions. He is serious and stone-faced
th·e enti,re time, which makes it easy to
believe the words he is saying. Bale's
portrayal of"Jack,''the "protest music" singing Dylan who is new to the folk
scene, is just astounding. Bale's rough
exterior deceives as he play~ the most
sensitive side of Dylan, one that would
be difficult for almost any actor to play.
On the other hand, not all of the
Dylans worked perfectly. ''Billy," played
by Richard Gere ( Chicago, Bee Season)
was the most useless Dylan in the whole
film. Maybe it's just hard to understand
why that character makes sense in the
first place, but the film wou'!d havse been
fine without him (although Gere did a
good job with what was given to him).
After seeing T'm Not There just once,
it is impossible to think of a story about
Dylan being told any other way but the
way Haynes' told it. The film was put
together perfectly and portrayed Dylan
not as everyone wanted td see him. but
bow he really might have been.

"No One" Like Alicia Keys

Racquel Fagon Variety Editor

T Alicia Keys is back on the scene with
her third studio album, "As 1 Am," in which
she captivates listeners with her creativity,
sensuality and heart-felt lyrics. Working
once again with partner Kerry K.rucial and
other collaborators Linda Perry and John
Mayer, Keys' distinctive vocals and banging piano skills shoot this album to one of
her finest. "As IAm" is an emotional insight
into the diva'.s reservoir of ingenuity, which
gives her full artistic license.
The lead single on the album, ''No One, "
is an intense testimony to Keys' passion
about seizing every opportunity to show
love, and it is delivered with an intensity

that resonates a fact onJy the experienced
know; love is powerful. It prepares the listener for the more tender and delicate following track, "Like You'll Never See Me
Again," the album's second single which
was recently released. This song will leave
you mesmerized, coming across with powerful lyrics like, ''Every time you hold me,
hold me like it's the last time. Every time
you kiss, kiss me like you'll never see me
again."
Keys co.llaborates with John Mayer on
the track "Lesson Learned'' during which
she takes the listener on a ride on the relationship roller coaster. '11he song is about

picking up the pieces after a heartbreak, and
the soulful timbre of Keys' voice carries the
song beautifully.
The liveliest and loveliest tracks on
the album are "Teenage Love Affair"' and
"Wreckless Love." In the former, Keys
demonstrates a frivolous enchantment with
a beau. The melody is upbeat, funky and
addictive. "Wreck.less Love" promotes perhaps one of her best vocals. The song has
that crazy, guts_y R&B feel that makes it one
of the favorites on the album.
There are several tracks that have no
staying power, like "Prelude to a Kiss" and
"Sure Looks Good To Me. '' As with all al-

bums~ there are some tracks that make up
numbers rather than add to the allure and
vibe of the work; this album was no exception.
Overall, the fourteen solid tracks that
make up this incredible album interlace
stunning vocals and melodic grooves with
exquisite jazz piano played throughout.
Alicia Keys demons.trates, once again, her
talents mixed with innovation, giving the album a timeless quality that makes it worth
being listened to repeatedly.
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NSU's Hidden Talent

Kristine Belizaire Current Affairs Edi1'.0r

T Move -over, future doctors. NSU may have just fmmd
their very own music artist in biology major 'Esther Fortune,
also songwriter, percussionist and lead singer of JAHFE.
JAI-IFE, wbich means creation, was founded in '2002
by Esther Fortune and Sasha Sanon, who are both originally from Haiti. They embrace their Haitian heritage and
through their interest in spiritual growth and raising cultural
awarenes~ came JAHFE, a musical movement made up of
individuals who believe that pea:ce can be achieved through
music. ln the past, JAHFE has opened for music bands such
a:s Pato Banton and Inner Circle. They have also perfo1med
at the World Roots Festival in Bayfront Park and the Haitian Roots Festival. In 2007, JAHFE performed at the NSU
Community Festivai.
Esther Fortune has always found a µassion in music. She
has worked with artists like Wyclef Jean. The two sang a
duet in 2004 that w·as a tribute to Haiti. The duet was released in the Islands, France, and Canada At tbe age of 20,
Fortune began working as a songwriter and demo vocalist
for B1ack0ut Movement, who is responsible for the bit single "This is Why I'm Hot." Fortune has also collaborated
with Ky-Mani Marley, and song producer Paul Fakourie,
who has worked with artists such as Lauryn Hill, Stephen
Marley and Damian Marley. Impressed with Fortune's
talent, Fakouri'e used her as a backi:I?g vocaJ'ist for Gwen
Stefani.
Fortune credits the creative movement of JAHFE to
Sanon, also the lead singer of JAHFE. "I am the talent, but
he is the movement," said Fortune. According to Fortune,
Sanon believes that spiritua-lity and rhythm are the way
to discovet the meaning of life. San-on's musical journey,
which began al the age of I 0, has taken him from Haiti to

New York. Sanon has tmveled the world in order to spread
his passion for racial, ethnic, and cultural unity. In 2QOO, he
took a trip to Flbrida were he met Fortune and they joined
forces to create 'JAHFE.
Fortune and Sanon have worked hard to use JAHFE to
raise awareness about issues in the world, especially Darfur
and gun violenc·e. JAHFE has perfomied for the Darfur Coalition for; International Peaee Day and is currently finishing
up a song for Darfurwhi.ch wilJ be released in Africa/ As for
the gun violence, JAHFE has been workj.ng with D_a rren A.
Saunders, who is shooting a ·documentary about the experiences of Robert Leroy Bozeman, a survivor of gun violence
in JAHFE'S home city of Miami.
Ji\HFE'S songs speak about issues that they deem important. Songs such as Zion,
which speaks of humans
and their terrible actions,
and Solution, which Fortune
calls a "crowd favorite,"
name some of the problems
in the world and the need
for people to do something
about it One of their m0re
controversial songs is 1ete
Ti Dlo, a Creole tune giving
pr-aise and blessings to their
ancestors by pouring out
some Water, The contro·versy stems from non-voodoo
practicing Haitians believing
the act of pouring OL1t water
a bad cormotation.

Jaffe: From left: Zack ( Guitarist), Esther (Vocals). Sasha (Vocals), Will (Guitarist), Hunter (Base).

c;eativ.e CcJrner
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Though she is pursuing a degree in biology, Fortune says
that music- is her life. "My heart is .in the music, all the way.
So I guess biology is a hobby. No m~tter where I go, wl)at
happens in life, I will always be in r,nµsic, breathe music,
write music, and that is my future. Because I didn't .choose
this, it was handed to me by the big man upstairs; all I can
do is be a slave to it."
Preseritly, JAHFE consists of s,even musjcians: Sasha
Sanon On vocals and peJcussion, Esther Fortune on vocals
and percussion, Will MHls on guitar, Hunter 'PS' Pannentier on bass, Za~ Morillo on drums, Patrick Converse on
trumpet and Faycal on guitar. .IAHFE is managed by Lokee
Ente.rtai:mnent Management. For more .information about
the band, please visit myspace.com/jahfejahfe.
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Other Than Myself Continued from pg. 13

New Year's JUMBLE

One foot in front of the other, we hiked
our way up the trail We had been going all
day and dusk was.approaching. We struggled
so severely we didn't make it to the glacier
on schedule. Away from the trail, we set up
camp on smooth roc}cs. We would have to
wait until morning to reach the summit..
We cooked dinner on a tiny gas stove and
learned about "leave no trace" techniques.
When the sun sank below Mount McKinley,
1 happily snuggled up in my warm jacket and
let my sleeping bag wrap every part ofme
9. KSERRWOIF 000000000
except my face. 1 was warm., dry, and peace10. DULAGLNANYES 0000 0000 0000
ful. We slept under the open sky. "T didn't
know
there were so many stars," T thought.
Last Weeks Jumble: 1. Dillards 2. Old Navy 3. Bed Bath & Beyond 4. Best Buy 5. Radio Shack 6. Victoria's
Secret 7. Barnes and Noble 8. Burlington Coat Factory 9. New York & Company 10. Target 11. JC Penney
They were vivid and abundant, a sight foreign to my city-raised eyes.
In the morning, we packed up, leavmg
Christmas Word Search
no sign that we had been there. I found the
energy to get my pack on myself. After an
p
H A p
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N E
hour of hiking, we started passing small collections of ice; the colors disappeared. Now
V
N G
0 M N G
D V T
the world was rocks and snow-black and
white.
A wood hut the size of a small bedy
y
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Ask Mr. Shark

Akshat Bhargava Undergraduate Student Government Association President
'f' Mr. Shark, is the University Center closed during the
holiday season?

My Fin, even though there may not be classes
during the holiday season, the University Center (UC)
is still open. However, the UC will .be open only at
special hours, which will differ from normal hours of
operation. The Office of Recreation will be posting
their holiday season hours on their website in a couple
of weeks. Their website is www.rec.nova.edu. The
University Center will be closed on Dec. 24, 25, 31 and
Jan. I. For more information, you can contact campus
recreation at (954) 262-7301.
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'f' Mr. Shark, I am an undergraduate student on
campus and I want to start a new club. What do 1 have
to do?

a.carets
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Classifieds
- - - - - - - - - - - - - .,
WANTED: Egg Donors

Healthy, non-smoking women 19-31
for infertile loving couples. Earn up to $5,000 or more!

I
I
I

-- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- -- - ..,
Agency 954-987-5802

TUTORS NEEDED:

Math-(to HS Algebra) Reading-General Homework-FCAT Prep.
Compensation $18-$20 per hour. Must be 21 or>
Experience preferred. Contact Abbe abbek@comcast.net

I
I
I

-- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- - ..,
cell (954) 257-0072 office (954) 748-0607.

Sitters Wanted:

$10 or more per hour. Register free for babysitting,
jobs near campus or home.
www.student-sitters.com

-------------

room sat on ahill . The room was completely
empty, but it had a book to ~ign in recognition that you had made. it to the peak of the
trail. We rested on the stairs that led up to
its door and took pictures. We were happy
to reach the end of the trail, but it wasn't as
climactic as J had expected. The view was
disappointing.
ft wasn 't until after we had passed the
hut that we found what we spent the last
day and a half trying to reach : Exit Glacier.
We crossed one more hill to see the massive
field of ice, silently in motion. The glacier
resembled melted ice cream sliding down a
rock, collecting dirt on its way. It clumped
together in some spots, cracked apart in others. It stretched up and blended with the foggy grey sky, and it reached all the way down
to the valley and split into the small rivers
between the tundra thatl had seen before. It,
too, was the largest in North America.
"We made it!" we screamed. But we
didn't stop to rest. We bad new techniques
to learn, a massive glacier to traverse, and
people to love.

I
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My Fin, in order for you to start a new club or organization on campus, you must fill
out a chartering package and get a petition form going. You can find them in the Student
Leadership and Civic Engagement website under the clubs and organizations section
which is http://www.nova.edu!studentleadership/clubsldeveloping.html. The Petition
needs to be signed by 100 students stating that even though they personally might not get involved in the club, they support the club getting chartered at NSU. Once done with
the paperwork,.I would suggest that you set up a meeting with' Tricia Realbuto, Graduate
Assistant for Involvement in the Office of Student Leadership and Civic Engagement
located on the second :floor of the Rosenthal Building in Room ').07. You can also contact
her by phone at (954)262-7291 or email her at real_buto@nova.edu. Finally, you would
need to present your club to the Inter-organizational Council of Student Government ~
which is comprised of tbe Vice Presidents of different clubs and organizations. Their
approval would make your club chartered, as well as eligible for funding from the
Undergraduate Student Government Association. You can also contact your IOC Senators
to help you in the proces~ again, Ms. Realbuto would be able to provide you with that
information as well .
'f' Mr. Shark, Tam a biology major and am planning to graduate next semester. In order
for me to do so, l have to take this class, but it's already full and no other class is being
offered. What options do I have?

My Fin, I would advise you to start off by contacting your academic advisor. Once
you meet with him/her, explain your situation and he/she should be able to provide you
with options. Gen<::rally, academic advisors can file a request with the concerned academic
department for the course. Decisions are made on a case-by-case basis. Your academic
advisor will be your best bet. Keep Mr. Shark posted on your progres~.
Special Thanks: Staff Office of Campus Recreation, Tricia Realbuto, G. A Student
Involvement, Academic Advising Staff (Bio)

Ask Mr. Shark is a bi-,,eckly column. To get )Our questions ans\\cred by Mr. Shark,
email your question to Bhargava@norn.edu
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On The Scene

Kristine Belizaire Current Affairs Editor

Editor's Note

What would you like to see
changed on campus over
the winter semester?

Michael Bergauer Interim Editor-in-Chief

Brenday Correia, Junior, Psychology and Biology
"More diversity and school spirit. I would like to see it through students participating in school wide events and community service.
There should be interaction in giving to the community."

Natalie Champagne, Sophomore, Biology
"I would like to see a change in state of mind. People need to st~p
out of their comfort zone and be open minded to other cultures. They
should be open to what other cultures have to offer."

Laura Starr, 1st Year Grad of College of Student Affairs
''I'd like to see more involvement. There is lots of going to class and
going home. I would like to see more events around the quad area"

Woody Staco, Freshman, Communications
"We need to get a football team and have it as one of our sports. We
can't go in the Dolphin Stadium anyway."

Jamie Winkleblech, Senior, Biology
"Nova should be like BCC and hav.e an on campus day care. Unlike
the private day care which are ridiculously expensive."

Vivian Martin DelCampo, Senior, Legal Studjes

T Hoo boy. It's time. Finals
time. Freshmen,welcome to the
craziest part of the semester. I
must say that, even as a senior,
it's something that you never
quite get used to. You write and
study and prepare and just when
you can't take it anymore, winter
break comes and it's all over.
Then it's time to reminisce.
And on that note, I hope everyone
has had a swell semester. We've been
through engaging lectures, seen visiting
celebrities, partied and ate more
slices of free pizza than we can count.
So, get ready to do it all again next
semester. I'm bettingjt's going to be an
even better one.
Unfortunately, this will be the last
issue of The Current that you are going
to see this semester, besides the Winter
Orientation Edition. But don't worry. We'll
be hack in January. I know my title here at
the paper has caused some confusion> but
I will be returning as well, so any hidden
fans out there may lay their fears to rest. In
the meantime, have a great vacation. When
Dec. 16 rolls around, we're all going to
need it.
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"I want to see a Panda Bxpress instead of a faw Jing's in the food
court."

Have a great Winter Break!
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